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2014 SECOND QUARTER ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT REVIEW-July 15, 2014 

Highlights 

 A strong correction is possible if bond mutual fund investors all sell at once 

 Major US banks reduce inventory and buying power for bonds 

 High Yield Bonds continue to move higher but may sell off. 

 Puerto Rico puts forth legislation cutting free certain enterprises to renegotiate 

their debt and insulates the General Obligation bonds. 

 BRICS Countries form a new development bank 

 Structured Notes have selective value 

 Our Diversified High Yield Portfolio yield target is dropped to 5.75% 

Current Status of the Bond Markets – A Correction May be in the Wind 

 We expect that sometime between now and the end of the year investors will cease to focus on 

rising markets and rather focus on preserving capital. What may happen with this change in sentiment?  

 For over five years now, our markets have been generally rising as the US Federal Reserve has 
been purchasing billions of bonds with created money. Coffers filled by this liquidity have inflated 
financial assets to unprecedented levels. Small investors have plunged very heavily into exchange traded 
funds “ETFs” that own enormous quantities of bonds. These ETFs are open end and promise instant 
liquidity and the fund managers expect to sell bonds whenever such liquidity is needed. This is fine 
under most orderly market conditions but what happens when everyone sells at once? 
 
 Simultaneous with the growth of bond ETFs, the Dodd Frank bill and its Volcker rule have caused 
the largest banks to reduce their inventories of bonds by nearly 75%. For many years, when the bond 
market saw large selling pressure, these banks were the buyers of last resort. Now that the markets 
cannot count on these banks, what is likely to happen? 
 
 Higher yield bonds and stocks often see prices rising and falling together and this market 
appears to be one of those times. The same bond types that traded in the 70s in 2009 and 2010 are 
trading sometimes as high as 115.  
 
 What might reverse the current market confidence? 
 
 No one knows what the catalysts will be but everyone knows the markets do not stay high 
forever. In the last six months, they have risen to unprecedented highs in the face of: 
 

 reduced buying by the Federal Reserve  

 Russia invading the Ukraine  
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 US and Japan sparring in the western Pacific with China  

 reports of a major housing correction in China 

 Puerto Rico sinking slowly toward illiquidity  

 A Sunni invasion of Iraq with intent on forming a new Islam nation  

 a run on banks in Bulgaria  

 bubbling real estate markets in the US and England and Ireland 

 demise of the Espiritu Santo bank in Portugal 

 eruption between Israel and Palestine  
 

From 2009 to 2012, any one of these items could have sent the markets into a tailspin. 
 
  What changed? Was it mass psychology? 
 
 Generally, over the past five years, investors have gained a feeling of comfort and confidence as 
the markets ticked higher. Even in the face of the Federal Reserve announcing an end to its buying 
program and the related selloff in bonds, the interest rates began to decline again, and bond prices rose 
in January 2014 and continue to this day.  
 
 What will change the psychology? When will the profit taking begin in earnest?  
 
 No one knows. But what we do know is that when it does begin, the biggest buyers in the past 
will not be there to add liquidity and therefore it will be left to the central banks whose decision making 
is slow and whose balance sheets are already bloated at unprecedented levels.  
 
 This situation could be temporarily severe. It led the Financial Times on June 14, 2014 and then 
numerous other news organizations to report that Federal Reserve officials have discussed imposing exit 
fees on ETF bond funds .  These fees would aim to avert a potential run by investors and the contingent 
fire sale of bonds to meet the funds liquidity needs. This news should give every bond investor a reason 
to seriously review their portfolio and consider options.  
 
 To prepare for this possible eventuality, we are reviewing our managed accounts to be sure that 
the owners do not need liquidity under a nearer-term horizon and the bonds held in the accounts are 
strong enough to withstand a temporary period of market illiquidity. Further, we are recommending 
that certain (more speculative) accounts sell bonds and raise their cash position in anticipation of 
purchasing bonds at much lower values in a time of illiquidity.  
 
High Yield Goes Higher in Price and Lower in Yield but This May Change 
 
 Thus far, we have been correct in calling the interest rate peak in late December 2013 (please 
see our first quarter report). Now we are expecting a decline in prices and a rise in rates not necessarily 
driven by economic fundamentals or the Federal Reserve but a change in psychology and technical 
factors. 
 
 In May 2013 when Ben Bernanke began to talk about reducing the Federal Reserve purchases of 
bonds, the markets swooned and stayed essentially soft, but made no major decline through the end of 
the year. At that point, the psychology seemed to shift and the vast liquidity created by the Federal 
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Reserve bond purchases came back into the markets and bonds began rising again. Now high yield 
bonds are at their lowest yield ever when compared with treasury yields. 
 
  Consequently, we have had to shift our target portfolio yields lower to the 5.75% range. How 
long will this market hold and how long will it continue the bull run is very hard to say. Therefore, we 
believe that investors with long time horizons and “hold to maturity” plans can still do reasonably well 
purchasing bonds here.  
 
 At the same time, it is wise to hold some liquidity in the event the markets strongly sell off. This 
liquidity may be put to good use then. 
 
Municipals are Being Over-Shadowed by Puerto Rico 
 
 The broad municipal market is healthy but everyone is keeping a close eye on Puerto Rico. The 
Puerto Rican government has made many positive strides in raising taxes and lowering costs and is 
getting close to a balanced budget. Simultaneously Puerto Rico enacted legislation which basically 
allows its power company and highway administration to negotiate separately with creditors while not 
affecting the municipal and governmental obligations. Will this be enough to insulate the government 
entities? For a short 2 to 3 year horizon, the answer is most likely yes. Though for the longer-term, the 
country has to stem its economic decline. 
 
 The balance of the municipal market is healthy. New deals are getting done quite easily. After 
the Detroit bankruptcy a year ago, the market constricted and we took advantage of buying 
opportunities.  However, since the first of the year, we have had to be much more selective in our 
purchasing. We expect that if the power company or highway administration in Puerto Rico actually 
defaults without an agreement with creditors that the market will swoon again and create buying 
opportunities.  
 
 Should this happen, it will likely be just after the end of this year. January 2015 is when the next 
bond payment is due for PREPA, the power company in Puerto Rico. They appear to be out of options. It 
could happen sooner because the bank lines to PREPA are due to be paid in August. But banks are 
typically willing to work with troubled borrowers. We will be carefully watching the situation. Bonds 
from PREPA are trading in the 45% range. We believe this is likely to be near the value after a negotiated 
change in coupons or maturities or principal values. We hope it all happens in an orderly fashion. 
Presently we are not committing additional funds to Puerto Rico credits, but are monitoring the 
situation closely.  
 
 Puerto Rico has $70 billion in obligations primarily to US citizens and institutions and is very 
similar to Greece with its relationship to the European Union. It is a small economy and part of a very 
large financial system. It cannot lower the value of its currency to attract more business. Its success or 
failure reflects heavily on the balance of the US financial system. Consequently, we believe that it is 
likely that our Congress or Federal Reserve or both will focus an effort to assist Puerto Rico sometime in 
the next few months. With this in mind, we are recommending a hold on Puerto Rico securities. 
 
BRICS Nations Agree to Form a Development Bank 
  
 Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa have agreed to form a development bank similar to 
the International Monetary Fund. We believe this is a significant. Taken together with their agreement 
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to form a currency reserve to help each other with balance of payment issues, we believe this  may 
create a floor under their currencies. In the quotes from BRICS officials in the primary news agencies, 
there is a definite tone that suggests these countries want alternatives to US and EU led financing.  It 
appears that the old financial world order is fracturing. These BRICS economies have much more growth 
potential than the mature economies of the US and Europe. Now they are forming a group to help each 
other out. They also seem to be ignoring the aggressive stance Russia took to the Ukraine and the 
aggressive stance China has taken in the western Pacific. 
 
  We believe long term investors should pay close attention to this new tone in the markets and 
think carefully about how much they should allocate to these countries. Since May of 2013 BRICS 
currency positions have been down as major funds fled those markets in unison, but now we believe 
that psychology is changing and it is time to get involved. 
 
 Since last fall we have been selectively adding positions with BRICS currencies. These positions 
have substantially higher interest rates in comparison US dollar securities. The currency changes for first 
six months of 2014 against US dollars are as follows: 
 
Brazil Real: +6.45% 
Russian Ruble: -3.95% 
Indian Rupee: +3.1% 
Chinese Yuan: -2.4% 
South African Rand: -2% 
 
 Country by country we intend to analyze various opportunities and selectively place bonds with 
BRICS currencies in managed accounts. To do this, we will consider selling high yield US dollar bonds at 
substantial premiums and replacing them with strong credits in BRICS currencies. 
 
Structured Notes Continue to Show Value on a Selective Basis 

                 Banks, hedge funds and private equity funds, insurance companies, business enterprises and 
many other entities all have financial risk that they would like to offset. Simultaneously they have 
agendas that are often quite different than the long term bond investor. And the interests between the 
two types of investors can be matched to the benefit of both. 

                 Major banks and investment banks create obligations that meet the needs of large entities in 
the form of swaps and options and then package counter party risk to investors as structured notes.  

                 These notes are issued based on the credit of the issuing institution. Most of these institutions 
are very highly rated and pose little credit risk. Therefore investors in structured notes primarily focus 
on the note terms. Structured notes often have a high coupon rate for a period of time and then float 
based on movements of another market.  

                 The structured note market is vast and complicated. We survey this market daily for 
opportunities that we believe will be beneficial for our customers. When we find notes that we believe 
have value we recommend them or place them in our managed accounts.  

                 One thing we watch carefully is concentration of these notes by any one issuer in an account. 
We believe that no more than 5% of any one account should be against the credit of a single issuer. 
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                 Because structured notes are often complicated, many times we ask our non-discretionary 
clients to sign a disclosure statement which lays out the general terms of the investment. Structured 
notes are often not as liquid as other forms of investment and therefore should be purchased by long-
term investors without near term liquidity needs.  As markets change structured notes often may have 
an issuer willing to buy them back at substantial premiums. We recommend investors take advantage of 
these bids when they are available. Simultaneously structured notes can also have bids at substantial 
discounts. During those times we most often recommend investors hold. 

                         Overall we believe structured notes in good variety and well reviewed for potential value 
can be strong additions to client portfolios.  

                 We currently particularly like the structures that have a high initial coupon and then pay based 
on a multiple of the Constant Maturity Swap Rate between short and long maturities and then have a 
single observation far in the future for principal value based on an equity market level that is far below 
today.  

                  We are selectively placing these types of structure notes in managed accounts and 
recommending them to sophisticated customers with long term investment horizons. 

 Summary 

While all investing has risk and our portfolios may not perform up to expectations, we believe 

they represent the best risk vs. reward scenario for investors who want income from their investment 

account while preserving their wealth.  

  This report is updated quarterly and the principles are applied to our managed accounts. 

As always, we thank our customers for their business and faith in our efforts which we take very 

seriously. 

  We hope everyone has a nice summer and we look forward to the remainder of the year. 

Sincerely, 

  

J  W  KORTH &  COMPANY  

 


